Feasibility of blood spot PCR in large-scale screening of fragile X syndrome in southern Taiwan.
Fragile X syndrome (FXS) is the most common form of hereditary mental retardation. Early diagnosis of the disease may lead to better prognosis for children who participate in early intervention programs. This study attempted to evaluate whether screening newborn boys with simple polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assay could be an effective approach for detection of mutation carriers and FXS, a process that may also facilitate detection of young carrier mothers. Filter paper blood spot samples of 4843 newborn boys were collected from five hospitals in southern Taiwan. They were tested with a simple non-radioactive PCR for the presence of FMR1 gene mutation by determining the number of FMR1 CGG repeats. By this method, the examined sample can be reliably classified as normal (<40), intermediate (40-54), and mutant group (> 54), according to the number of CGG repeats. The FMR1 CGC repeat number of all but four samples was below 54, with 90 samples (1.8%) between 40 and 54 (the intermediate range). Two of the four abnormal samples were carriers of the premutation. The other two failed repeatedly in PCR amplification for the FMR1 gene, but not for the control K-ras gene. Hence, these samples seemed to be candidate carriers of large premutation or even full mutation, indicating the need for confirmation with standard Southern blot analysis. This study demonstrated that a simple PCR combined with blood spot sampling is effective and feasible for large-scale screening of newborn boys for fragile X carrier status. The relatively low carrier rate in this population suggests that the cost-effectiveness of implementation of such screening on a population-wide basis would be lower than in the Jewish and Caucasian populations.